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Introduction

• Geographers and the Ivory Tower

• Let’s try another metaphor…

Animogen.com

Tour d’ivoire par JdR, ptgptb.fr 



Of robbers and screamers

• Geographical Education and Sustainable
Development, or grasping the occasion

• A favourable context?

• Help! Geography is being robbed!... 

Tomtom GPS, Amazon.com

Lexpress.fr



Some context issues

• Geography and the newsflash

• Instantaneity versus in-depth, short-term
versus long-term, speed versus slow, global 
versus local?

• Does easy access to geographical information 
make it less important to teach?

Techadvisor.co.uk



And here it comes… money

• Obviously all these paradoxes are not 
insurmountable

• What about taking communication tools on 
our side?

• What we require might be professional
communication resources… and money

Fr.dreamstime.com



What kind of audience should we
target?

• Who is convinced that geographical education
is crucial for sustainable development?

• Who needs to be convinced? And how?

• Does geographical education reach the target
audience it should, in order to promote
sustainable development tools?



What do we need?

• Some figures from France…

– Surveys led in Spring 2019 about research and 
education in all disciplines

– One general survey, 4 specific surveys
– Thousands of answers, scientific methodology reviewed by 

numerous and multidisciplinary researchers

– Political goal and specific context (new laws to be passed)



Methodology



Methodology



Methodology



Main challenge = money…



Other challenges: communication and relation 
with society, freedom of research…



The money challenge: specifics



What do we need?

• Promote scientific independence -> money
• Improve communication -> money
• Raise public awareness and support -> money
• Regain and strengthen trust in science -> money
• Improve material conditions to teach and make

research -> money…

• All this is even more crucial for geography, for 
geography suffers from a gigantic gap between
« elite » geography and « popular » geography



A few examples

• A few examples of targeted and semi-successful
communication campaigns based on geographical
education and aimed at sustainable development
– The International Charter on Geographical Education. 

But who really knows about it? What are its real 
effects?

– Using mediatic words or phrases in geographical
curricula or programmes, such as « environment » or 
« sustainable development ». 

– Ask students why they follow geography classes at University!

– Geography and employment



Other examples

• Other examples of targeted and semi-
successful communication campaigns based
on geographical education and aimed at 
sustainable development

– The actions of geographical committees and 
associations. For instance:

– the Belgian posters in schools

– The Geography Olympiads

– The Night of Geography



• Belgian posters



• Geography

Olympiads



• European Night

of Geography



• The global climate strike



• The global climate strike



Conclusion

• If our current communication efforts are not 
enough

• If there is no sign that we will get more money

• We need to spend differently part of the money 
we do have

• -> We may need to accept to spend money on 
professional communication

• Thus we may reconnect geographical education
and the sustainable development goals



Conclusion
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